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In re 

ENVIRONMENTAL · PROI'EG:'I01-! AGEiCY 

BEFORE 'ffiE REGIONAL A.aVJINISTRA'roR 

Water Services, Inc., 

Respondent 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

I. F. & R. Docket No. 
IV-167-C 

Initial Decis~~n . 

Preliminary Staterrent .. 

This is a proceeding under Section l4(a) of the Federal Insecticide, 
li\.tngicide, -and Rodenticide Act, as arrended [7 .U.S.C. 136 l(a), 1973 Supp.], 
instituted by a compl~t issued December 24, 1975 by the-Director, -· · 
'Eriforcerrent Division, Envirol1.Il'ehtal Protection Agency, Region IV, Atlanta, 
'Georgia. r:rhe con:plaint charges that respondent, Hate~ Services~ Inc. , · 
was holding for sale the product ."BAF-100" on July 30, 1975, and that said 
product -via.S _a pesticide was in the neaning of 7UFC136(u), and that such 
•:pesticide was adulterated in that its strength or pur:.ty fell below· the 

-. professed standard or quality under which it was sold. '!he con:plaint 
ptopose1 a penalty of $990 for the violation charged i.'1 the complaint. 
On March 30, 1976, - respondent filed an answer to the -corrplaint ·in which 
it denied that the product BAF-100 was being held for sale or that it was 
packaged, labeled and released for shipment. 

After the submission of pre-hearing materials pursuant to Section 
l68.36(e) .of the Rules of Practice [39 F.R. 27656, 27563], and a pre
hearing conference held on October 28, 1976, an oral hearing was held 
in Knoxville, Tennessee on October 28, 1976, before 'Iho::as B. Yost, . 
·Adrninistrati ve law Judge_, Environrrental Protection Agency. At the hear
ing, respondent was represented by William R. O'Neal, KnoXville, Tennessee, 
and corrplainant was represented by Bruce R. Granoff, Legal Support Branch, 
.K"lvironr..ental Protection Agency, Atlanta, Georgia. '1\olo witnesses testified 
on bef.alf of cOJl'lplainant and corrplainant -introduced four exhibits into 
evidence on behalf of corrplainant. Four witnesses . testified for respond- . · 
ent a."ld two exhibits were received into evidence on behalf of respondent. 
In addition, a stipulation was entered into by the parties and was received -

.• into evidence. After . the hearing, the parties filed briefs. 
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Findings of Fact • 

1. 'Ihe respondent, Water Services, Inc. , is a corporation which 
maintains its hone office and place of business in K.1'1oxville, . Tennessee. 

2. On or about July 30, 1975, Water Services, Inc. , was inspected 
by EPA Consu.:er Safety Officers, Ben Woods and Willi2.l11 J. Pfister. A 
c:mtaJ.ner which bore the label "BAF-100" which had previously been shipped 
from the warehouse in Knoxville to a custorrer in Virginia and then returned 
was sa.rrpled, along with a sarrple of another item vrhich is not an issue in 
this case. The form with the label "BA...'G'-100" also bore Registration No. 
10867-5, dated 7-31-73. 'Ihe sanple taken by the EPA ConsUJ!Er Safety 
Officers was identified as Sarrple No. 110999. 

3· The product BAF-100 having been analyzed by accepted procedures 
was found to be deficient in chloride in that the produce was represented 
to contain . 322% total chlorides, when, in fact, t~e test revealed the 
produce contained only .227% total chlorides representing a deficiency 
of 29%. · · 

.. - - . 

4. 'Ihe respondent had gr'O~S Sales for 1974 in excess Of $400,000 but 
.l'ess than $700,000, and where the adulteration alledged in this conplaint 
i-;ould not result 1.1'1 adverse .. effects, the appropriate penalty assessed 
was $990. 

Discussion 

The stipulation in this matter executed between the conplainant and 
t~e respondent disposes of most of the facts in this case concerning such . 
!Tatters as ~-;hen the sample \'laS obtained, .whether the analysis was accurate, 
a.""ld the identification of the san:ple by product na.r.-e and EPA registration 
number. In addition, the conpanies gross sales and the appropriateness of 
the aiiDunt of the penalty, ·. if ultimately assessed, Nas also stipulated 
between the parties. 

'Ibe only fact in dispute in this case is whether or not . the produce ... · 
sanpled ·and found to be deficient was, in fact, packaged, labeled, and 
released for ship~nt as alledged in the COIIt>laint, or whether the product 
·sa:rrpled was sitting in a · storage area and was not, in fact, released for 
.$ipment or distribution for sale. 'Ihe testim:>ny in this case reveals . 
that on the date of the inspection visit to the respondent's premises in 

. Jfuoxville, I>1r>. Ferris, the president of the conpany, tias not available . . 
and the inspectors, Mr. Ben Woods and Mr. William J. Pfister, were directed · 

•. to r~. CM.en B. · I.DOmis. Mr ~ Loomis, the record shoWs, had at one time been 
the plant superintendent, but at the tine · of the inspection visit was not 
occupying that position, but was the plant engineer. Mr. Loomis was . 
familiar with the procedures involved \'lith EPA inspections, 1ri ~ nuch as 
he was acting as the plant superintendent on a previous :Inspection visit : 
by Mr. Pfister. · · 
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t·1r. Pfister .testified that he advised Mr; l.oornis that he was there to 
inspect algaecides and fUngicides and that Mr. Loomis directed him to a 
storage area on the premises \'lhich contained nurrerc~ drums of products, 
only two of l'lhich had any label on them. 'lhese two products being BAF-100 
and Algaecide X-20. Sanples of both of these prod~cts ;•tere obtained and 
r;k'. Loomis signed a receipt .for samples \'lhich ackrl:::>:·:l=dgerrent stated . that 
the samples \'lere packaged, labeled and released for · shiprrent, or having 
been shipped, were being held for distribution or sal~ . . Since these products 
had been returned to the respondent by a previous ?·~chaser, both 
J1'1r. Pfister and Mr. Loomis were concerned about their' status and, there
fore, an additional notation was mde on the receip-: for samples which 
stated, 

"The above sanples were ackno\iledged by I11r. 3rooks 
loomis as being packaged, labeled and released for 
shipm:mt. However, before shipnent of t!'lese pesti
cides to consignees, the container or d..""l.t"TTS '.-Till be 
further labeled with the conpany label ~·lith the 
date of shiprent, including the net wei~t, address 
of the consignee and its EPA establishrre!'lt nuni:>er." · 

''"The. testirrOny of the witnesses was that no other area of the respondents' 
··:premises were examined for purposes of obtaining sa"7Ples and that the two 

sarrples taken. and referred to in the receipt for sa'71Ples were the only two 
products sa.:pled on the occasion of .this visit . 

. Both fVlr. Woods and Mr. Pfister testified that they expressly advised 
r-tr. Loomis at the tirre of their visit that the only products they were .r 

interested ; r, sampling, or, in fact, could legp.lly be concerned with, were 
those v;hich \vere actually packaged, labeled and released for shiprent. 
I'f;r . . Loomis testified that he did not recall the conversation, and that if 
he had been so advised by the inspectors, the only place he could have taken 

·· them was the shipping-dock area of the facility \ihich contains materials · 
actually labeled and held ·for pick-up by a commercial carrier. 

Mr. Ferris, the president and owner of the corporation, testified 
that the product, which is the subject ·of this hearing, was not packaged, 
labeled and released for shipment. He testified that it is the policy, 

... · practice and procedure of his con:pany that whenever rraterials are returned 
, ·from a purchaser for any reason, prior to re-shipC!Ent or re-sale of that 

m:t.terial, it is first sent to the laboratory for analysis to see that it 
still conforms to the label requirerrents in terms of strength and purity 
and that if it does so .. confornt, it is normally put in \d.th a larger batch, 
·and drt.nlired and packaged for later shipnent to another customer. . Mr ~·. Ferris · 
also testified that on occasion, products having been returned from custorers 

<are found to have been diluted by water or other contaminants • · In the case ·· 
. ,:df this . sample, which wei@tled substantially less that . the weight indicated . 

· : on the l.Bbe 1, conpany policy would require that the d..""L.."'ll be brougpt up to 
.f'Ull weight before shipping, in as nuch as they do not ship .materials in 

1::.· ·. · r. ' :. ,•_, :· · • ' · • .. ., . .. ·. 
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less than full-drum lots since their bookkeeping and pricirlg practices 
are based on . full drums and not partially full drtcr.s. 'lhe record also 
indicates that the sampled material was returned ·. ~o the respondent by 
the original purchaser on January 25, 1974, and· that the inspection took 
place on July 30, 1975 approximately one and a half years after its return 
to the respondent. . 

Mr. Chance, the foreman ·of the liquid mix de;a...-rtment of vlater Services~ 
L'1c. , testified that in all cases where naterials a..,..,.,e returned to the 
company by a former purchaser, a sample of the returned product is imme
diately taken to the laboratory for analysis, and if it is determined that 
the product is adulterated or unfit for a subsequent resale, the material 

.is disposed of. If the material is capable or' be:__'1g returned to specifi
cations, that is normally done by placing the. retu.med product in the next 
batch made of that product and brought up to specifications, re-drul:Jired, 

.. and released for shipment along with other portions of that particular 
batch. · 

· - · crhe laboratory technician who operates and supervises the laboratory I . . 
! .analysis for Water Services, Inc., also testified that the practice of the 
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conpany was to i.ritrediately test all returned prod:.;.cts -to detemine whether 
.or not they are capable of being returned to spec:.fications and then sold 
or disposed of as the case may be. · 

None of the witnesses for the respondent were able to explain why 
· this particular -drum _ of returned proouct .was not subjected to analysis 
and either disposed of or re-sold as is the normal practice. In this case, 
the naterial ·stayed in the warehouse area for sorre one and a half years 
without bavirig been subjected to any analysis. In 'ITas pointed out that 
during this period, f'rom 1974 to 1975, there had been some changes in. 
corrpany personnel and that at least two plant supe~intendents had been 

· errployed a'1d discharged during this period of tire. fllr . . Chance, the 
liquid products foreman, testified that during the period in question 
being Janua._ry 1974, the tirre of the product's ret·-.l..'l""l1 to the corrpany, and 
July 1975, the date of the inspection and sanple taking, dozens .of batches 
of .product BAF-100 had been fornulated and sold. 

'lherefore, this case tu...l"fls on the question of fact as to whether or 
not this product was packaged, labeled and released for shipment~ or 
through over~sight or neglect had been sitting L'1 the warehouse area 
unsanpled and unanalyzed and, thus, not released for shipment or sale 
according to the policies and practices of the respondent company. 

. ·. . · ' . ' ~ . 

'Ibe Agency based its case upon the ·fact .that Hr . . loomis, wh6 Signed 
the receipt for sanples, indicated that except for further labeling and 

· aOjustments in the net weight and the placing of an address of .custOmer or 
consil?;lee label on the drum, the product sanpled \'las packaged, labeled and 

.· released for shipment. 'lhe respondent con-Pany on the other band, states · 
·.- that the product could in no wey be considered a.S being ready for shipment 

or sale in as rnich as it had not been. analyzed for purity and that in any 

'. ~-. . .. •' . ... _ .. 
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·event the druirt would riot be shipped in its present condition since: it did · 
not contain a full quantity of the product, but rather was only a. partially- . 
filled drum which the corrpany does .. not ship. Although the receipt . for . · 
samples and the inspection notice indicates that at the time of the visit 
and sa.rrple taking, Mr. Loomis was given the title of plant manager, he was 
not, in fact, employed by the respondent company in that capacity at the 
tirre of the inspection, but was rather the plant engi11eer whose duties 
i..T'lvol ve the naintenance of rolling stock of the cornpany and the assenbly 

£...'1d. construction of various rrechanical . pumps which the respondent corpora..: 
tion also markets. ' 

:'file complainant, based on the record in this proceeding as of the · 
·tiile the complaint \vas issued, had, in nw opinion, nade out . a prima facie 
case against the respondent corrpany. However, that pri.Im facie case is 
subject to rebuttal by the introduction of evidence on the part of the 

·respondent, which evidence was aduced in . the oral hearing · had on this nB.tter. 
. . . 

'Ihe conplainant based its position on the fact that Mr. Brooks U>omis, 
·.\•Iho was acting on the behalf . of the respondent corporation on the day of 
'·inspection, signed the receipt for samples which has printed material on 
'it indicating that the s~les obtained \'Tere. packaged, labeled and released 

.?.for shiprrent. ·Due to the · unusUal facts of this case, additional language . 
·was written into the receipt for sanples by inspector Ben Woods in coopera-
tion with Nr. Loornis which further elaborated on the status of the sarrples 

··:as indicated above. In support of its position, the Agency argues that · ·· 
the respondent has estopped from denying the authority of Mr>. Loomis to 
sign the receipt or act on the . behalf of the corporation. · · I am, of .' · 
course, fa1uiliar \•r:..th the theory of master and servant or principal and 
agent, a'1d I do not believe the record in this case indicated that the 

;respondent argued that Mr>. Loomis was not properly acting on the behalf 
.of the corporation \vhen he showed the inspectors through the facility or · 
d::L."""'ected them to the area where the sarrples were ultinately taken. · I do 
not believe, hoY.rever, that the theory of principal and agent stands f'or 
the proposition that an agent who nakes a statenent which is contrary to 
:fact binds his principal to the acceptance of that statement when all 
·evidence points to a contrary conclusion. Although Mr. Loomis, at the 
hearing denied that the inspectors advised him that they only wanted to 
inspect pesticides or a.lg;a.ecides which 1r1ere labeled, packaged and released .. . 
'for shiprent, it is rore likely that such statements were made to Mr. loomis, ... 
but that he did not perceive their ~ortance nor understand the si@ll.ficance 

:.0f' what the inspectors were telling h:L"'!'l. It was obviouS from the testitoony 
or. J-1r. Loomis at the hearing . that he had no idea of the legal significance 
of the phrase "held for sale." In his opinion, that phrase reail.t only , 

·products ·that had actually been sold and were labeled with the shipping . 
label to the purchaser and sitting on the loading dock of the facility. , 

·. ' 
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Obviously, Mr. Loomis 1 conception of that phrase is t8' ·narrower than 
that which the law and case decisions place on su~h pr~ase. Having 
observed Mr. Loomis' conduct .on the witness stand. =.,:-,::, his general 
demeanor, I am of the opinion that he would have s:g:--,ed practically any-

. -thing plac~d · before him by two Federal. inspectors a-:i, in the instant 

. :_case, did precisely that. 

fuis conclusion is borne out by several fac: 3. .-..__ two places on 
. the receipt for samples, Mr. Loomis 1 . title was dese!r:.::ed as that of 
plant nanager, and Mr. Loomis \'las not plant m:maEF=' e.~ the time of the 
inspection~ . had never been plant nanager, since tr"e c:;rporation does not 

.. use that term in describing its chief oper~ting o:'fice:r, but, rather, uses 
the term plant superihtendent. Mr. Loomis raisec no ':!ilestion about the 
fact that the receipt described him ~ plant manager. I'm also satisfied 
that it is quite likely that the inspectors did, 1!1 fact, discuss the 

. status of the sarnples with Mr. Loorilis, and that Ft:·. !..comis and inspector 
Ben Woods did work out the language which appears 1.."'1 hand-printed form 
on the receipt for sani>les, but that Mr. Loomis d::d :;:;t understand the 
irrportance or significance of what he was signing. 

Counsel _ for the b6rnplainant has called the C:>~ 1 s attention to ... 
several pesticide decisions issued by other adminis"::-s.tive lai·; judges · 
of the Enviro01Il'?ntal Protection Agency. · Thle of tr.e ::e.ses cited is Chemla 
Corporation, I. F.' & R. Docket No. VI-21C. 'lhat case involved a sample of 
a weed killer obtained i'rom the premises of the res:;:· :;!"'~dent corporation, 
which upon a.'1B.lysis showed to be substantially deficient in the active 

. 'ingredient~ 'Ihe product in question is sold in c·~r:::e:--.trated form and, 
priorto use, is to be diluted approxinately 4-to-l. The EPA laboratory 
upon receiving the sample, diluted the naterial ir'" c~:--.. f'orn1ance With the 
label instr-uctions and -found the product substant:i-::~llj under strength . . 
'Ihe corporation; as a defense, argued that the sa-rple actually tak~n was 
a salernan 1 s sample which had already been diluted l:.--::;-1, and \'/hen the 
EPA laboratory further subjected the sample to dil:;::ijn, such dilution 
resulted in the 16-to-1 reduction 1n strength, as op:;:··:Jsed to 4-to-l. fue · 
administrative . law judge in that case found that ·t he :-espondent' s conten
tions were not substantiated by the record for a variety of reasons :t not 
the least of which is' that · the witness for the res~6ndent stated that, · 
~'I fully expected to gi. ve them and did feel assured 3hat I had given them 
a sample of the nat~rial that represented \.niat was sol d." Additionally, 
the witnesses for the respondent testified that he co~sidered it "possible 

· and even probable that the s.arnple could have beer: a diluted sarrple and that 
it could \..;ell be the diluted variety:" . I feel the.~ -:::: Cherola case is 
distinguishable from the· case at hand, in that in ';rJ..s case it .is. the 

. undisputed testim::>ny of all of the respondent's \':itnesses· that it is the 
practice of that corporation to subject returned rre:rchandise to additional 
analysis to determine if the product is still up to reported strength. and, 
tnat if it is not~ to attenpt to return it to proper constituents pclor to 

. re...,sale or to dispose of the product,__, as the case :ray be. In the Cherola 
case, the witness for the respondent could only hypothesize that the sanple 
analyzed by EPA was one that was diluted for use of salesmert and did not :t 
in fact, represent the· product in the condition under which it is normally 
sold. Further, in Cherrola, there -is no 1nd1catio:-: t!".z~ the batch-from 

; . · .·· · 
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· ~~ich the sample was taken was in any way suspect or had any distinguishing 
features which would have caused the respondent c0rporation to be on the 
notice that the product should not be sold in the for!n in which. it was 
found or that it should have been· subjected to . add:.~:.onal treatnent prior 
to being released for sale to cust~~rs. 

? 

In the case of, Iri re: Associated Chemists, ~~., I. F. & R. Docket 
No. X--17C, products obtained and sa.rrpled were found to be substantially 
deficient in certain active ingredients. Again, as i..'1 the instant case, 
tQ.e respondent · corporation 1 s officer signed the re8e:!.;>t for samples \'lhich ... 
indicated that the sa.rrple taken by the inspectors \-:as packaged, labeled 
and released for shiprrent or being held for distribution or sale. In the 
Associated,_.QQ~s_!;§' case, the respondent 1 s defense ~·;2s that an ~rrployee had 
scotch-taped a hand-written note on top of the shippL~g container which 
indicated that the contents were not for sale. L'1 t~e Associated Chemists' 

,·case, however, there was no evidence presented to sup;>ort or substantiate 
;;the respondents' allegation that a hand-written note ~'las, in fact, on . top 

. of the shipping container and that none of the EPA inspectors observed or 
. saw the note alledgedly on top of the shipping . carton, although they were 
.in close proximity thereto and observed the respondent take the sanple from . 
the carton .. '!hat case is distinguishable from the case at hand, in as nuch .···• 

.:.:as the decision to hold the products subject to the p::::'Ovisions of the law 
.Emd the penalties attached~ thereto, was based st!"::'2tly upon a question of 
·evidence '~:Thich the administrative law judge· found did not support respond-
. ent' s contention. 

. . 

In the case of Elco Manufacturing Company, I. F. & R. Docket No. III-33C, 
· .the violation .\'las that the products were mis-labeled. 'lhe defense of· 
Elco, in that case, was that the labels on the se...'TJf)les taken \<lere :rrerely . , 
:for "tagging purposes" and w-ere not the labels placed on deliveries when 
sales were made, and that the proper, registered label is placed on all 
containers prior to sale and delivery. In the Elcg case, however, Mr>~ Katz, 
\·lho was the officer in charge at the time of the ~,s;::ection, lmew precisely 
v~hat the purpose of the inspection was and was knorlledgable • and had a conplete 

. understanding of what the terms 11held for sale" rr.ean:: in that on .other •, . 
samples taken contenporaneously, Mr. Katz insisted o!1 writing on the receipts 

· as to those samples the phrase "not for sale," but he did not mke this 
. notation in regard . to the sanples which were later found to be inproperly 
labeled. Further the reaction of Mr. Katz to the return visit of the .·· 
inspectors indicated that he fully accepted the concept that the violation 
all edged did occur. , For that . reason~ the _Elco case is not on point with 
-the case now under discussion. · 

In conclud.i.ng that the. sanpled product in this case was not, in fact~ ·' 
·held for sale, · several factors appear to me to be determinative . . First, ·· · 
there was -unanimity a.nnng the respondent witnesses as to the policy and 
practi_pe of·· that cOmpany . as it pertains to the treatrrerit nornally ·accorded . 
to prOducts returned by custoners prior to the re-sale of such products. .· 

' .. "?:> . . 
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Secondly, the fact that as of the til'TE of the inspection and for a sub
stantial period preceding the inspection, there had been a turnover in 
personnel at the facility in the position of plant superintendent. From 

· the tirre the product was returned to the company until the date of the 
inspection, several plant superintendents had been employed end discharged, 
and no person occupied that position at the tiTrE of the inspection v1hich 
accounts for the failure to identify this returned product a'1d subject it 
to the procedures normally accomplished by the respondent co~~any. Thirdly, 
the fact that the product sat in the staging or via.rehouse portion of respond
ent's facility for approximately one and a half years \vithout having been 
sold duri11g a period when large quantities of the product in question, 
BAF-)_00, vias forrrulated, drt.liTil'ed a."1d sold by the compaYly, indicating that 
if the product sampled were, in fact, being held for sale, it would have 
been sold along with the other like products of that company in the one and 
a half year time period. 

Although the respondent corporation is certainly guilty of negligent 
and, perhaps, slip-shod behavior in regard to this sat!pled product, I am of 
the opinion that such negligence cannot change the factual aYld legal 
character of a product as urged by conplainant. Logic and comron sense · 
'ilould, in my judgement, substantiate the defense offered by the respondent 
that the product would not be sold in the form in v-rhich it \>'aS sanpled 
and analyzed by the complainant, but rather have been subjected to laboratory 
aYlalysis aYld, having determined that it was deficient, would have been brought 
up to strength and mixed with the next batch of such product manufactured 
by the respondent and later sold in proper chemical strength. 

Conclusion 

Based on the record in its entirety, I am of the opinion that the 
product in question, BAF-100, i·Jas not, in fact, packaged, labeled and 
released for shipment at the time the sanple was taken from the drum in 
question, but that the product through neglect, oversight or otherwise was 
in the warehouse or staging area of the plant prer:-ises and had been there 
for approximately one and a half years unattended and unnoticed by the 
respondent personnel and would not have been released for shipment or sale 
in its present condition without having first been subjected to the analysis, 
re-drumming and other procedures indicated by the respondent company as con
stituting its practices concerning returned products. 

Since the product was not packaged, labeled and released for shipment, 
its condition and chemical make-up is immaterial for purposes of this 
proceeding. 

Having considered the entire record, and based on the findings of 
.fact and discussions and conclusions, herein, it is proposed that the 
following order be issued. · 
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Final Order 

Pursuant to Se.ction l4(a) of the Federal Insectiside, Fungicide, 
and Rodenticide Act, as arrended [7 U.S.C. 136 l(a) (1)], no violation 
has been established o!l the basis of the corrplaint iss'..l.ed on December 24, 
1975. The complaint is dismissed. 

DATED: Dece~ber 20, 1976 

Unless appeal is taken by the filing of exceptions pursuant to 
Section 168.51 of the Rules of Practice, or the Regional Administrator 
elects to review this decision on his own IIDtion, the order shall become 
the final order of the Regional Administrator. [See Section l68.46(c).] 


